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NUMBERS AND FACTS
The Coding Bootcamp industry has been growing tremendously in the last few years. Big cities are gathering the majority of the numbers, and also new tech hubs (such as Miami) are rising to the occasion and growing to meet the challenge.

4Geeks Academy is Licensed by the Florida Department of Education. We also have a longtime business relationship with Miami Dade College, and we have been awarded and recognized many times for our syllabus, methodologies and results.

Since 2017 we have grown exponentially. We have over 700 graduates across 6 different campuses and over 15 ongoing programs.

This report is meant to show our outcomes, achievements and where we find room for improvements. This our story and our way to let you know that we are constantly working harder to get better.
STUDENT FACTS

Here are the results of 4GA operations (excluding programs launched together with Miami Dade College) from March 2018 to March 2020.

The programs included are both our Part-Time and Full-Time Full-Stack Software Development Programs.

80% of our students choose Part-Time Programs. Only 20% pursue a Full-Time program.

PART-TIME

We were founded primarily under a PT vision and we continue to exhibit our primary strengths in Part-Time Education: the emerging method of learning and for achieving a new career.

QTY OF STUDENTS

This report states the results for the last 24 months of operations on our US campus. (200 students considered)
Our student body carries quite a diverse array of characteristics: nationality; age; gender, etc. Here are some of them:

- **Women vs Men Participation ratio**: 23.5% vs 76.5%
- **USA**: 51%
- **Latam**: 40%
- **Europe**: 6%
- **Asia**: 3%

Women participation in Coding has been improving at 4GA. We have partnered with several women-empowerment organizations over the years, and in 2020 a recent class was made up of 71% women - a record in Miami for a mixed program!

83% of the total amount of students enrolling at 4GA are between 19 and 39 years old.

- **More than 40 years old**: 17%
- **Less than 29 years old**: 41%
- **Less than 39 years old**: 42%

83% of the total amount of students enrolling at 4GA are between 19 and 39 years old.
JOB PLACEMENT

Our students normally need around 100 days after graduation in order to land a job in the field. We have had students land a job even before finishing the program, and also within the next 15 days after Pitch Day. The average is 94 days.

85.2%
Job Placement Ratio
Considering those with more than 90 days since graduation

11%
Students that have decided to drop out before graduating.

89% OF OUR STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO GRADUATE

Reasons to drop out may vary. Family or economic reasons are normally their reasons.

INFO TO CONSIDER

In order to publish the referred data and information, we have considered the following facts:

- Our Placement Ratio considers only students that have completed our 4GA Career Support Process and are actually looking for a job.
- Our Placement Ratio considers only students that have completed our 4GA Career Support Process and are actually looking for a job. We have considered In-Person Students. Remote programs were launched due to Covid-19 and were not considered in this report because those cohorts were still open by the time this report was published.
You should plan to spend -at least- a 100 days after graduation to get your first Job. However, for those who work hard and are highly committed with mentorship, portfolio and projects, there is a possibility to reduce that time frame.

$42K

Average income of 4GA Graduates

22% SALARY INCREASE

After taking the program at 4Geeks Academy.

HOW TO FIND A JOB?

There are a few recommendations that we make in order to speed up the process:

- Spend as much time as you can with our mentors, friends that are already developers, and with people who know about coding and are willing to help you out.
- Keep practicing! There is no “magical touch”...if you put in the time, you will find a job.
- If you are offered an internship, take it! Even if the pay is not amazing, an internship of at least three months will profoundly help furthering your new career.
- Finding your first Job is the most important part of your application process. Everything will be different after you land your first Job!